
Oil

Tuesday, the international crude oil markets continued to rise, following the statement from the US that the country is ending sanction 
waivers on Iranian oil, meaning that the country will no longer accept that its allies import oil from the Iranians. The Brent front month 
contract rose another 0,47 USD/bbl during the day, settling at a year-high price level of 74,51 USD/bbl. Wednesday, we could see the 
market retreat a bit following the recent gains. 

Gas
Milder weather, a strong supply side and low trading activity caused spot prices on the European gas markets to fall further yesterday. 
The losses continued on the long end of the curve, as oversupply issues due to strong LNG imports continue to weigh bearishly on the 
market. Now where the weather is turning milder on large parts of the continent, the supply glut is even more dominant. 

Coal
On the European coal market, we saw a minor upturn in yesterday’s session following a couple of bearish sessions late last week. The 
API 2 Cal-20 contract was up 0,70 USD/t, settling at 74,45 USD/t. The contract has managed to stabilize around the 75 USD/t area 
following a very volatile start to the year, but overall, the fundamentals on the market remain bearish. 

Carbon

After being closed for Easter for some days, the European market for carbon emissions re-found the bullish momentum instantly 
Tuesday. The benchmark quota contract rallied another 0,64 EUR/t, settling at an 11-year high of 27,53 EUR/t. Buying interest remains 
high from both utilities and speculative buyers, but supply is week this week due to Easter Monday holiday. Insecurity remains high, but 
we expect further gains today.

Hydro

Early Wednesday, the Nordic weather outlook is a bit drier than what was forecasted yesterday. The change to wetter conditions will 
not happen as fast as previously anticipated, and precipitation should remain below average for the next days as well. Temperatures are 
meanwhile set to drop below average from mid-next week. The outlook offers bullish support to the Nordic power market Wednesday 
morning.

Germany
Yesterday, there were rising prices on the long end of the German power market, in response to yet another bullish day on the carbon 
emission market. The country’s Cal-20 contract climbed 0,95 EUR/MWh to 50,85 EUR/MWh. Closer contracts on the curve fell however 
due to milder weather forecasts and prospects of more wind in the weeks to come.  We expect a bearish sentiment today.

Equities
The European stock markets re-opened following Easter with a slightly bullish sentiment. Later in the day, the upturn continued in the 
US following some positive financial statements from a lot of big companies. The continuously rising oil price adds to the sentiment. 
Early Wednesday however, the signals from the Asian markets are bearish. 

Conclusion

Wetter weather forecasts, combined with a bearish influence from a German power market which edged down a lot Thursday last week, 
where the Nordic power market was closed, caused falling Nordic power prices Tuesday. The Q3-19 contract fell 1,20 EUR/MWh to 
42,50 EUR/MWh, while the YR-20 contract was down 0,25 EUR/MWh, settling at 38,10 EUR/MWh. Today, we expect the market to make 
an upwards adjustment, based on late gains in Germany yesterday and drier weather forecasts compared to yesterday.
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22-apr 17,80 28,06 35,62 35,62 35,62 40,12 38,40 April 41,63 43,43 41,25 41,65 44,25 40,45 40,50 April 47,73 37,53 88,36

23-apr 14,55 16,12 35,52 35,52 35,52 40,80 38,07 Q2-19 47,85 48,55 44,95 46,25 48,38 42,63 42,50 Q2-19 48,95 39,57 0,00

24-apr 30,15 31,35 31,24 31,24 31,27 39,82 36,94 2019 43,09 45,15 39,50 41,40 42,00 38,20 38,10 2020 51,02 50,71 0,00


